Governments around the world are increasingly utilising online platforms and social media to engage with, and ascertain the opinions of, their citizens. Whilst policy makers could potentially benefit from such enormous feedback from society, they first face the challenge of making sense out of the large volumes of data produced. In this article, we show how the analysis of argumentative and dialogical structures allows for the principled identification of those issues that are central, controversial, or popular in an online corpus of debates. Although areas such as controversy mining work towards identifying issues that are a source of disagreement, by looking at the deeper argumentative structure, we show that a much richer understanding can be obtained. We provide results from using a pipeline of argument-mining techniques on the debate corpus, showing that the accuracy obtained is sufficient to automatically identify those issues that are key to the discussion, attracting proportionately more support than others, and those that are divisive, attracting proportionately more conflicting viewpoints. 
INTRODUCTION
In the age of vast amounts of information being communicated through the Internet, it is not surprising that political dialogue is increasingly taking place online, too. Governments around the world are increasingly utilising online platforms and social media to engage with, and ascertain the opinions of, their citizens [Howard 2001; Moon 2002] . Whilst policy makers could potentially benefit from such feedback from society, they first face the challenge of making sense out of the large volumes of data produced. Identifying those issues that are key to the debate, those that are the most controversial, those that were successfully resolved, and those that should be further handled to achieve consensus and mutual understanding is a skilled and time-consuming task in real-life discussions.
Decision makers and government officials often do not have the time to process the data resulting from such online engagement, instead relying on a superficial summary of the points made and the strength of opinion on each side of an issue. There is a clear demand for tools and technologies that will enable policy makers to quickly and thoroughly digest the points being made and to respond accordingly. For example, Cynthia Farina, a research professor in administration of the law at Cornell University, stated that automatic identification of areas of disagreement in public debates would be extremely useful for at least two reasons. First, although commenters often take opposing positions, they rarely directly interact with one another in their disagreements. Hence, the government decision maker ends up with polar views-and little sense of which policy outcomes commenters could actually "live with." Identifying disagreement as it emerges would permit human or automatic moderation aimed at inciting the kind of discussion among commenters that could reveal mutually satisfactory compromises or at least narrow the range of dispute. Second, areas of disagreement are important focal points for summarizing and analyzing, and eventually responding to, public comments. Conflicting comments may indicate gaps or disputes about key facts, tensions between relevant values, competing views of the nature or causes of the problem, or contradictory predictions of likely remedial impacts. Moreover, disagreement signals issues on which the ultimate decision is vulnerable to challenge in court or even the legislature.
Whilst the field of controversy mining (see Section 2.1) aims to identify issues or events that attract conflicting opinions in dynamic, dialogical networks, merely identifying controversial issues falls short of the deeper understanding required by policy makers. By instead determining the argumentative and dialogical structures contained within a debate, we are able to determine not only those issues that are controversial but also those that attract agreement. Using the Argument Interchange Format (AIF) [Chesñevar et al. 2006 ] to represent the argumentative structure, we are able to see points of agreement and disagreement, as well as to understand why those views are held and the reasons both supporting and attacking them. Furthermore, we are able to leverage work in the growing field of argument mining to automate the processing of debates and the analysis of their argumentative structure.
Our goal here is to combine a variety of techniques, some based on general linguistic features and others on features that are specific to argumentation, to automate the task of identifying the structure of the arguments and how they interconnect in a broader discussion. Though this task is extremely demanding for current text-mining and computational linguistics techniques, our final target is not the network structure itself but rather a network structure that is sufficiently accurate to develop an interpretative step that gives decision makers some insight into the discussion. Here we use the simple metric of centrality and show that even with modest performance on the task of extracting the argument network, it is possible to generate rather high reliability in identifying central issues to the discussion.
In this article, we first look at related work in automatically detecting controversy and arguments (Section 2). In Section 3.1 we describe the data that we are using, taken from the RegulationRoom 1 online deliberative democracy platform. Section 3.2 moves on to look at the argumentative analysis of this data and the insights that such analysis can provide. Finally, in Section 4, we look at utilising argument-mining techniques to automate the analysis process, leading then into the final, interpretative step. Though only a first example of how such interpretative analytics can be developed automatically, the article's contribution is that this is the first time argument-mining techniques have been connected to such metrics that give decision makers insight into, and understanding of, complex discussions.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we look at related work from two areas: First, we consider the automated recognition of controversy (controversy mining), and, second, we look at the work that has been carried out in automatically recognising argumentative structures (argument mining). Although controversy mining provides an indication of where controversial issues occur, it does not offer the richer understanding obtained through study of the argumentative structure. For this reason, we have focused on those areas of controversy mining most closely related to argumentation. Similarly, for argument mining, there are a range of techniques that have been applied across different domains, and here we focus mainly on those that are most closely related to online dialogue.
Automated Recognition of Controversy
Controversy mining looks at the processes of how an issue or event attracts conflicting opinions in dynamic, dialogical networks. The clearest link between controversy and argument detection can be seen in Boltužić andŠnajder [2015] , where argumentative statements are clustered based on their textual similarity, to identify prominent arguments in online debates. Controversy detection to date has largely targeted specific domains; for example, Kittur et al. [2007] looks at the cost of conflict in producing Wikipedia articles, where conflict cost is defined as "excess work in the system that does not directly lead to new article content."
Identifying controversial events in social media is considered in Popescu and Pennacchiotti [2010] , where Twitter posts are used as a starting point. Specifically, when given a target entity, an event involving that entity is defined as "an activity or action with a clear, finite duration in which the target entity plays a key role." Twitter snapshots (triples consisting of a target entity (e.g., a person, or event), a specific time period, and a set of tweets about the entity that were posted within the target time frame) are then assigned a controversy score, and this score is then used to rank the snapshots.
The scope of controversy detection is broadened slightly in Choi et al. [2010] , which looks at identifying controversy in news articles. In Choi et al. [2010] , a controversial issue is defined as "a concept that invokes conflicting sentiments or views" and a subtopic as "a reason or factor that gives a particular sentiment or view to the issue." A method is proposed for the detection of controversial issues, based on the magnitude of sentiment information and the difference between the magnitudes for two different polarities. First, noun and verb phrases are identified as candidate issues using a mixture of sentiment models and topical information. The degree of controversy for these issues is calculated by measuring the volume of both positive and negative sentiment and the difference between them.
The role of agreement and disagreement for obtaining consensus in online discussion was explored in Rosenthal and McKeown [2015] using Internet Argument Corpus [Walker et al. 2012] . All sentences were classified as expressing agreement, disagreement, or neither. Only those pairs of posts (quote-response) were taken into account where the response immediately followed the quote. The highest reported F-score is 0.58 for agreement and 0.73 for disagreement. In our approach, this was broadened from only adjacent pairs by using an annotation scheme that allows for marking support and conflict relations even between long distance pairs of propositions.
Another relevant work comes from the area of analysing online idealogical dialogues. In Misra et al. [2015] , two concepts were introduced that are relevant to our work: the concept of central claim and the concept of argument facet. Determination of central claims was obtained by the combination of human summarization techniques on Mechanical Turk and the Pyramid method (a method of step-by-step narrowing down the number of sentences in the text). In the Pyramid method, a central claim is defined as the claim that surfaces to the top of the pyramid. The argument facet may be rephrased as the argument topic: "Just as two words can only be antonyms if they are in the same semantic field, two arguments can only be contradictory if they are about the same FACET" [Misra et al. 2015] .
Automated Recognition of Arguments
Argument mining aims at developing methods and techniques for automatic extraction of arguments from texts in natural language. An argument is a complex discourse unit with boundaries easily recognisable by humans and yet hard to determine by a computer. For this reason, argument mining is often supported with rhetorical document structure, argument schemes, or dialogical relations. This area of research began to attract attention over a decade ago. Argumentative zoning [Teufel 1999; Teufel and Moens 2002 ] was looking at recognising argumentative discourse units from unstructured scientific articles using rhetorical structure of a document. The results varied from the highest F-score of 0.86 for the recognition of parts of articles in which an author refers to his or her own research to as low as an F-score of 0.26 for the recognition of parts in which an author presents arguments against other approaches. The authors point out that their solution is domain specific and works well for academic articles, as it relies on specifically tailored sentential features.
Automated classification of sentences as either argument or non-argument [Moens et al. 2007 ] on the material from discussion fora, legal judgements, newspapers, parliamentary records, and weekly magazines achieved an average accuracy of 70% using maximum entropy and multinomial Naive Bayes classifiers. In this study, the score for discussion fora (68.4%) was lower than for the newspaper articles (73.22%). The authors suggest that discussion fora contain more ambiguous arguments and are lesswell-formed texts compared to the news and legal texts. Classification of sentences as argument or non-argument constitutes the first step in argument mining; however, it does not yet provide information about argumentative relations, such as reasonconclusion structure or conflict. The relations between reason and conclusion in legal texts are explored in Palau and Moens [2009] . The first step in the argument detection task was the usage of a Naive Bayes classifier to classify sentences as "argumentative" or "non-argumentative." The argumentative sentences were then classified by their argumentative function, and, finally, a set of manually crafted rules was used to determine the global argumentative structure.
Since 2014, the area of argument mining has been witnessing a rapidly increasing interest. Analysis of support and attack relations in the corpus of German argumentative microtexts [Peldszus 2014 ] provided a highest-achieved F-score of 0.7. Automated extraction of counter-consideration is explored in Peldszus and Stede [2015b] . A speaker may provide counter-consideration to his or her own statement in anticipation of the critique. This study provides evidence that lexical indicators (especially "but" but also "however" and "although") perform well as predictors of counter-considerations.
Further exploration of argument structure is possible with the application of argument schemes [Walton et al. 2008 ] to argument mining [Lawrence and Reed 2015b] . The combination of discourse indicators, topic similarity, and argument scheme resulted in an F-score of 0.83 on the corpus of online argumentation excerpts stored in Argument Interchange Format database (AIFdb).
INTERPRETATION OF DEBATES THROUGH ARGUMENT NETWORKS
Democracy is founded on dialogue and debates. However, unlike in its origins in the ancient Greek poleis, modern countries are too large to ensure the direct participation in the process of law creation for every citizen. An initial solution adopted by rulemakers has been to seek for advice indirectly through social dialogue, that is, a dialogue between a government and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) that are typically set up by citizens and have non-profit status. Nowadays, governments increasingly emphasise the importance of extending this formula to direct democracy to better understand and address the real needs of society and to increase the transparency of the process of law making. To overcome the challenge of being inclusive, governments are looking for solutions making use of Internet technologies for e-participation allowing citizens to engage in the political process in a way that is easily accessible, appeals to younger generations, and allows for anonymity, which is particularly important if one wants to raise a controversial issue.
In the US, online deliberative democracy (or e-rulemaking), for example, RegulationRoom, 2 has been introduced as a multi-step process of social media outreach that federal agencies use to consult with citizens on new regulations on health and safety, finance, and other complex topics. In order to ensure public awareness and participation of new regulations, federal agencies are obliged to publish materials describing the legal basis, factual and technical support, policy rationale, and costs and benefits of a proposal. Once the agency introduces the new regulation, it has to summarise the comments it received, respond to questions and criticisms, and offer explanations where it did not implement changes. Still, user-generated feedback, despite being socially extremely important, poses a challenge of big data; for example, in the US over 200 million citizens are eligible to vote and thus can participate in RegulationRoom [Farina and Newhart 2013; .
We propose an alternative method of defining features of debates such as central claims to those discussed in Section 2.1. These can be specified using the properties of argument networks as being the main conclusion to which all other claims are leading (i.e., being on top of the graph tree). We also introduce the method of recognizing controversial and non-controversial claims by checking for conflict instances. Our solution for the determination of topic relations between propositions relies on the position on the argument tree rather than summarization or facet properties. We also demonstrate in Section 4 how argument-mining techniques, such as those described in Section 2.2, can be employed to automatically determine the argumentative structure necessary for identifying such features of a debate.
The eRulemaking Debate Corpus
Our corpus, eRulemaking_Controversy Corpus (eRCC), is composed of user comments from the RegulationRoom platform, RRP (see Table I ), manually segmented into propositions. As the first step, we selected a part of the existing, but as yet unpublished, Cornell corpus, in which the US Department of Transportation was publicly consulting on the topic of Airline Passenger Rights. The corpus was first annotated with structures for pro-arguments labelled as Reason (see Section 3.2 for the definition) [Park and Cardie 2014] . From this corpus, we selected only those comments that had dialogical nature, that is, that attracted at least one reply. The reply structure was easily retrieved from the data, since RRP was assigning comments with a unique ID and recording when a comment was made in response to another comment. The resources were then transferred to the freely accessible database AIFdb [Lawrence et al. 2012] , 3 which hosts multiple corpora. 4 Its key advantage is that it uses the Argument Interchange Format (AIF) [Rahwan et al. 2007 ], a common language for representing argument networks (graphs), that distinguishes between nodes of information (I-Nodes), instances of schemes (S-Nodes), with sub-types representing the application of rules of inference (RA-Nodes), and rules of conflict (CA-Nodes). AIFdb allows collections of nodes and edges to be grouped into nodesets corresponding to specific argumentative structures, for example, the arguments contained within a specific document. In our corpus, each dialogical thread is contained within its own nodeset.
At the second stage, the annotation was extended to identify more pro-arguments using a more fine-grained annotation scheme and to identify a new type of structure, that is, con-arguments, to account for the interactional dimension of online citizen dialogue (see Section 3.2 for the full set of labels). The addition of the category of con-arguments is necessary to be able to identify controversies, and the addition of further sub-categories of pro-arguments allows for more detailed analysis of what divides people.
The data were structured and annotated using the Online Visualisation of Arguments tool (OVA+) [Janier et al. 2014] 5 and made publicly available as training and test subcorpora 6 (eRulemaking_Controversy_Train and eRulemaking_Controversy_Test; see Table I for links to each). The whole corpus contains 23,682 words, 1,657 segments (i.e., discourse units that constitute components of argument networks), 209 turns (i.e., comments users exchanged during the dialogue), and 70 maps (i.e., visualisations of argument networks, each corresponding to one thread of users' exchange). eRulemaking_Controversy is larger than the Potsdam Micro-text Corpus [Peldszus and Stede 2015a] and smaller than the more lightly structured Internet Argument Corpus [Walker et al. 2012] .
Argumentative Analysis and Interpretation
Understanding the significance of, and the relation between, the points raised in a detailed online debate is not a straightforward task. Consider a conversation between three users of RegulationRoom about whether peanuts should be prohibited on planes as they may cause allergic reactions. RegulationRoom.org is an online platform for public consultancy that hosts regulation proposals from various US government agencies, allowing citizens to submit online comments.
( (1-c) , that seems to be a common theme of what everyone is saying? This problem becomes even more challenging when we scale up to real-life conditions of numerous people contributing numerous comments. How can we make sense out of the vast amount of data? How can we effectively summarise to DOT which controversies led eventually to consensus and which ones remained unresolved? Which issues against prohibiting peanuts on planes should be taken into account and addressed by the US department of transportation?
We propose to structure a dialogue as argument networks consisting of proarguments (see Default Inference and Reason in Figure 1 ), con-arguments (Default Conflicts), comments, and the relations amongst them.
7 If controversy were conceptualised as a comment that attracts both some support and some attack (intuitively: people disagree on this issue), then it is now easy to identify in the argument network in Figure 1 that the issue (1-d) attracted the highest number of arguments pro and con, even though it is (1-b) that is a main claim of the discussion. On the other hand, if we rather understood controversy as the strength of conflict between two comments, then the conflict between (1-d) and (1-f) attracts the highest number of pro-arguments each (i.e., (1-c) for (1-d); and (1-g) and (1-i) for (1-f)). Intuitively, the more support two conflicting issues have, the higher the strength of the conflict. In this way, we can summarise to DOT that they should take into account some controversial issues identified to achieve mutual understanding between rule-makers and citizens.
Structuring the dialogue as argument networks to obtain a final eRRC dataset consisted of annotating pro-arguments (i.e., Reason, Default Inference, and argument schemes) and con-arguments (Default Conflict).
At the first stage, the data was annotated in Cornell with the initial set of proargument structures, that is, Reason [Park et al. 2015] . As a result, eRCC contained 125 initial pro-arguments tags (see Table II ). Reason: One proposition is a Reason for another when it explains why the other proposition is true: Peanut allergies are lethal is a Reason for: Peanut allergies should be banned on all flights. Note that the validity of neither the reason nor the supported proposition affects the classification.
At the second stage, the annotation was extended by adding more pro-arguments (using more fine-grained criteria) and adding con-arguments. In the first case, we employed the theory of argument schemes [Walton et al. 2008 ] that are typical patterns used by people to formulate arguments. Argument schemes demonstrated to be useful in argument mining from natural language [Feng and Hirst 2011; Lawrence and Reed 2015a ]. In the current corpus, three schemes for pro-arguments were annotated: argument from expert opinion, argument from example and practical reasoning. Because of the informal nature of online fora discussions, the schemes had to be slightly modified, which is marked by prefix "ER" in the scheme's name. For cases in which pro-argument was analysed, but did not follow any specific pattern we looked for, the argument structure was annotated as Default Inference. As a result, eRCC gained 463 additional pro-arguments tags in comparison with the first iteration of annotation (see Table II ).
Default Inference: One proposition argues in favour of another via Default Inference when it provides information supporting the second one: Freedom loving travelers don't ERPracticalReasoning: In ER Practical Reasoning, the conclusion has the form of call to action, either in imperative or modal form: A nut free zone does not work supports with ERPracticalReasoning: There must be a complete ban on tree nuts and peanuts on planes.
The con-arguments were treated in a similar way. We identified one common pattern of arguing against in our corpus, Ad Hominem argument, and the rest of the con-arguments were treated as Default Conflict. As a result, eRCC obtained 81 conarguments tags (see Table II For the inter-annotator agreement, a systematic sample of 10% of the corpus was extracted (by selecting every 10th argument map from the corpus) and annotated by the second annotator. The samples were compared using the Combined Argument Similarity Score (CASS) technique ( [Duthie et al. 2016] , resulting in Cohen's κ = 0.92.
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The number of occurrences for each label is given in Table II . Pro-arguments (670 occurrences, 87% of the whole corpus) are significantly more frequent than con-arguments (87, 13%). In both categories, defaults are the most common (Default Inference, with 419 instances constitutes 63% of all pro-arguments and Default Conflict, with 82 instances-85% of all con-arguments). Amongst argument schemes, the most often used is practical reasoning (82 instances, 12% of all pro-arguments).
Structuring online comments as networks of pro-and con-arguments allows for classifying issues discussed at RegulationRoom on at least three main dimensions:
(1) Centrality: high centrality indicates issues that attract many supports and/or conflicts, typically important to highlight to DOT. (2) Popularity: high popularity indicates issues that are claimed by many different users, typically useful to present to DOT for potential adoption. (3) Controversiality: high controversiality indicates issues that have many proarguments, but also many con-arguments, typically useful to emphasise to DOT as options rejected by many users but where it might be appropriate to develop a strategy for dealing with the controversy. Figure 2 shows how a central and controversial issue can be highlighted and reported to decision makers. The screenshot shown here is from an overview of controversial issues automatically generated from the analysed argumentative structure. An issue that has been identified as controversial is first shown, with the supporting reasons for each side of the argument shown underneath.
AUTOMATING THE ARGUMENTATIVE ANALYSIS PROCESS
In this section, we look at automating the argument analysis task. More specifically, we build classifiers to distinguish propositions in support relation 9 from those that are not. The task is formulated as identifying proposition pairs (ordered) in support relation from all possible ordered pairs of propositions in a given thread. By using argument-mining techniques to produce the kind of argumentative structures that we are able to obtain manually, it would be possible to give a real-time overview of the state of a particular debate, providing the kind of insights described in Section 3.2 as the debate progresses and thus allowing for interactions with the debate to resolve controversial issues, or pursue topics that are central, as they arise. Starting with manually segmented text, we then consider three techniques: First, we use topical similarity to reduce the possible search space of connected propositions; we then look at identifying discourse indicators, strong lexical cues indicating the role of a proposition in the dialogue; and, finally, we apply computational discourse analysis techniques to identify the connections between propositions.
Reducing the Search Space
Our corpus contains over 1,500 segments across 70 nodesets, corresponding to individual threads in the dialogue, resulting in over 20,000 potential connections between segments in the same nodeset. Our first step is to reduce the size of the search space. We do this using semantic similarity to determine those propositions that are discussing similar topics. This method is similar to that presented in , where it is assumed first that the argument structure to be determined can be represented 8 Both samples used for κ calculations are publicly available in AIFdb. First annotator: http://arg.tech/ erkappa1; second annotator: http://arg.tech/erkappa2. 9 A proposition supports another if they form a Pro-argument structure in Table II . as a tree and second, that this tree is presented depth first. That is, the conclusion is given first and then a line of reasoning is followed supporting this conclusion. Once that line of reasoning is exhausted, the argument moves back up the tree to one of the previously made points.
Based on these assumptions, it is possible to determine connections by looking at how semantically similar each proposition is to its predecessor. If they are similar, then we assume that they are connected and the current line of reasoning is being followed. If they are not sufficiently similar, then we first consider whether we are moving back up the tree and compare the current proposition to all of those made previously and, if the most similar previous point is above a set threshold, we connect them. Finally, if the current point is not related to any of those made previously, then it is assumed that a new topic is being discussed, and the proposition is left unconnected as the root of this new argument.
We exploit the dialogical structure of our data by discounting any possible connections between propositions that are not in the same thread of the dialogue. The way that a connection is determined also gives precedence to connections between adjacent propositions in the same comment. Two different thresholds are used, a lower threshold for sequential propositions that are more likely to be connected and a higher threshold for non-sequential propositions. In all cases, the threshold values were selected to maximise recall, whilst keeping precision at a reasonable level. This tradeoff was made as our goal is to narrow the search space, reducing the number of possible pairs as much as possible whilst losing a minimum number of connected pairs.
The first approach that we consider uses WordNet [Miller 1995 ] to determine the similarity between the synsets of each word in the first proposition and each word in the second. This relatedness score is inversely proportional to the number of nodes along the shortest path between the synsets. The shortest possible path occurs when the two synsets are the same, in which case the length is 1, and, thus, the maximum relatedness value is 1. We then look at the maximum of these values to pair a word in the first proposition to one in the second. From here, we then considered a range of different methods to determine whether the two propositions are connected:
(1) Average score: takes the sum of the scores for each pairing and divides by the total number of paired words. (2) Maximum score: looks only at the pairing with the greatest score. (3) Average of top two scores: takes the average of the scores for the two most similar words. (4) Average of top three scores: takes the average of the scores for the three most similar words. (5) Weighted average score: takes the average score for each pairing, giving a higher weight to the most similar, and then reducing this weighting as the similarity decreases.
The average precision, recall and F-score obtained using each of these possible methods is shown in Table III .
We also implemented two further methods of determining connectedness using semantic similarity. The approaches used have both been shown to perform robustly when using models trained on large external corpora [Lau and Baldwin 2016] .
The first of these approaches uses word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013] , an efficient neural approach to learning high-quality embeddings for words. Due to the relatively small size of our training dataset, we used pre-trained skip-gram vectors trained on part of the Google News dataset.
10 This model contains 300-dimensional vectors for 3 million words and phrases obtained using a simple data-driven approach described in Mikolov et al. [2013] .
To determine similarity between propositions, we located the centroid of the word embeddings for each by averaging the word2vec vectors for the individual words in the proposition and then calculating the cosine similarity between centroids to represent the proposition similarity.
The final approach that we implemented uses a doc2vec [Le and Mikolov 2014] distributed bag of words(dbow) model to represent every proposition as a vector with 300 dimensions. Again, we then calculated the cosine similarity between vectors to represent the proposition similarity.
In each case, as our aim here is simply to reduce the search space, the threshold values were lowered to maximise recall and so reduce the number of possible connections whilst retaining the greatest number of those propositions that had been identified as connected in the manual analysis. These results can be seen in Table III , compared to a baseline obtained by assuming that each sequential proposition is connected. We can see that the results for each method are remarkably similar, suggesting that the limitation is not in calculating the similarity of proposition pairs but in being unable to correctly connect some pairs of propositions that are connected in the annotation but semantically differ. This issue is exactly why we have adjusted each threshold to maximise recall, and, despite the approaches tested giving overall lower accuracy than the baseline, we were able, in each case, to obtain a higher value for the recall. Although each method resulted in a similar level of accuracy, the Average score method performed best, and, as such, we used the pairs of connected propositions obtained by this method as input to the classifiers described in Section 4.3, reducing the number of possible connections by 17.5%.
Determining Discourse Indicators
Discourse indicators are words that serve as a clue for the argumentative function of the proposition. They can either connect two propositions (inter-proposition indicators) or constitute part of the proposition (intra-proposition indicators). Certain indicators have been listed in the literature (see Table IV for an aggregate list). To further broaden this list, we used a keyword method in certain subsets of eRCC corpus. The indicators discovered in this step were then used as features for the classifier discussed in Section 4.3.
A keyword is a word that has much higher frequency in one corpus than in other, and the keyness of a given word indicates its overuse in one corpus as compared to another corpus [Gries 2009 ]. The corpus for which the overuse is determined (source corpus) is compared with the reference corpus. We created 12 subcorpora of propositions holding certain argumentative function.
11 By looking at these subcorpora separately, we are able to determine those words that, for example, are more commonly found in an Attacking proposition than in a proposition that does not attack any of the others.
For each of the subcorpora, keywords were extracted using the Log Likelihood method (threshold of critical value = 3.84, p < 0.05). This allowed for the determination of the list of words overused in propositions holding certain argumentative function. From the list of obtained keywords, words that were topic specific (such as "allergy," "children," and "airplane") were removed. From the total of 12 corpora comparisons, only 6 brought relevant results (i.e., results both statistically significant and topic independent). The resulting list of keywords (presented in Table IV) indicates words specific for this type of discourse (online comments on legal regulations) that indicate propositions with certain argumentative functions. The rationale for the choice of these words is as follows:
(1) Indicating Attacking: -argument: The users of the forum use the word "argument" in attacking, rather than in any other argumentative move, as a meta-discourse marker, in some ways announcing that they are about to attack someone's argument, as in the following: "This slippery slope argument is a false one" and "Your argument is a strawman." -you, your: These are specific for attacking moves, due to the personal engagement and AdHominem nature of many attacks, as in the following: "If you have a problem, then it is up to you to have the solution." -negative words (funeral, death): Due to the emotional nature of the forum discussion, users refer to negative consequences and use hyperbolization to make their attack look stronger: "But some of the people on this board calling for funerals before advancing the discussion give new meaning to the Founders' fears of the tyranny of the majority." (2) Indicating Supported -should: Due to the nature of the discussion (proposition of new legal regulations), propositions expressed in deontic modality were expressed by users and were more often used as premises (in our annotation: supported) than conclusions: "A similar problem, that should also be addressed, along with the peanut allergy problem, is the case of allowing small domestic pets in the cabin of a aircraft." -I think: This bigram is used as a hedge, lowering the level of confidence the speaker ascribes to the truth of the proposition; taken into account that in argument, asserting the truth of the conclusion cannot be stronger than asserting the truth of its weakest premises; it is not surprising that users of the forum were hedging conclusions but not premises: "I think a ban of all peanuts and nuts (or at least peanuts) would be the safest route for those with peanut allergies."
In our new approach to the indicators, we broaden the concept of lexical indicators. We assume not only connectives between propositions but also specific lexical items (unigrams, bigrams) that appear inside the phrase. It could be hard to indicate certain and not topic-specific lexical indicators or constructions for argument structure in general, but it is possible to show specific lexical features of certain argumentative schemes. For example, in ERExample speakers use I/me and action verbs and in ERExpertOpinion we can expect a Named Entity to be present. A full list of intraproposition discourse indicators can be seen in Table IV . Some of those identified are probably genre specific (and specific for American English) but, we expect, not topic specific.
Intra-proposition discourse markers work not only for consecutive propositions but also for any propositions that are topically related (e.g., Ad Hominem attack may refer to the proposition of a person speaking many turns before).
To determine the validity of the identified indicators, we performed classification of propositions based on their presence, obtaining a precision of 0.82, and recall of 0.19, for support relations and precision of 0.73, and recall of 0.14, for attack relations. Although in both cases the precision is high, the fact that these types of indicators are often omitted means that they do not give a good indication of the argumentative structure on their own. However, when they do occur, they give a very strong indication of the role that a proposition is playing in the dialogue and, as such, provide a useful feature for the machine-learning technique discussed in the next section.
Classifying Relations Between Propositions
This component is the final step of the automation process in which propositions in support relations are identified. As previously mentioned, the task is formulated as identifying ordered propositions pairs in support relation, that is, the first proposition in the pair supports the second. The number of all possible ordered pairs of propositions is quadratic to the number of propositions in a given thread. Since the vast majority of them are not in a support relation, there is a significant imbalance in the class distribution. Thus, we only consider the proposition pairs that are classified as topically similar during search space reduction as described in Section 4.1. This is precisely why the search space reduction was optimised for recall.
Setup. We adopt a general approach in computational discourse analysis where classification algorithms, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Naive Bayes, are used with various lexical and syntactic features . 12 The main difference is that traditional discourse analysis in Natural Language Processing (NLP) focuses on a broader set of relations, such as contingency, comparison, expansion, and temporal, whereas only support relation is targeted in this work. Also, in previous work using Penn Discourse Treebank [Prasad et al. 2008] , only adjacent text spans are considered, while we aim to deal with relations between propositions that may not be adjacent to each other. Because of this difference, the most informative features for this task are dissimilar to those for discourse analysis, though all the features have previously been employed in discourse analysis. In addition to the machine-learning approach, we also report results using a hand-coded rule-based classifier that returns true if the given pair of propositions are adjacent and contains at least one discourse marker and returns false otherwise.
Below are brief descriptions of features whose efficacy have been empirically determined in prior work, 13 along with the rationale behind them:
-Word Pairs is the Cartesian product of the unigrams from proposition 1 with those from proposition 2. Word pairs can potentially capture semantic support relations, for example, between "rain" and "wet." To elaborate, with enough occurrences of proposition pairs annotated as support where "rain" appears in the first and "wet" appears in the second, the model will learn that there is a support relation between "rain" and "wet." More generally, the intuition is that indicators of support relation should exist in both propositions under consideration, since we also consider propositions that are not adjacent to each other. Word pairs are an extension of unigrams to tasks involving pairs of propositions. Note that while discourse connectives, such as "because," are strong indicators of support relations, they are only applicable to proposition pairs that are adjacent. -First-Last-First3 is the first, last, and first three words of proposition 1 and those of 2. The goal is to capture discourse indicators or expressions that function as discourse indicators. Even when a known list of discourse indicators, such as because, since, and therefore is used as a feature, First-Last-First3 can be useful, as it also captures multiword expressions such as "as a result." -Verbs is the count of pairs of verbs from proposition 1 and proposition 2 belonging to the same Levin English Verb Class [Levin 1993 ]; the average lengths of verb phrases as well as their Cartesian product; and, last, the part of speech of the main verb from Table IV for the full list of discourse indicators.
Results. Table V summarises performances of each classifier on the test set under two different settings: Scope denotes whether all proposition pairs (Global) or only the pairs that are 2 propositions apart at most (Local) were used in the experiments. Both SVM and Naive Bayes classifiers were trained on the training set, whereas the rule-based classifier did not involve any training. Both SVM and Naive Bayes perform poorly in the global scope but much better in the local scope. While the global scope is a better representation of the real scenario, in which a given proposition can support any proposition in the thread, the class imbalance makes it a challenging learning problem. The negative instances, or ordered pairs in a non-support relations, are more than 100 times the number of positive instances even after the preprocessing step. We tried to remedy the problem by introducing class weights in SVM and downsampling the negative instances to balance the training set, but the approaches were not too effective. Table VI shows a clear difference in the set of most important features for SVM and Naive Bayes classifiers. Naive Bayes tends to attach more weight to word pair features, whereas production rules are more important for SVM.
The word pair "(peanuts, peanuts)" is correlated with a support relation and "(?,?)" with a no-support relation. The former suggests that propositions that share the same topic are more likely to be in a support relation, and the latter shows that a question is unlikely to support another question. The most important feature for SVM in the local scope is having a verb phrase consisting of a verb and adjective phrase in the supporting proposition. This could be hinting that supporting propositions often contain a detailed description. calculated central issues for both manually and automatically annotated arguments. The issues with the highest centrality ranks for each dataset are listed below:
Top central issues from the manually annotated corpus 1. Again, the only prudent course of action is to require that distribution of peanut on airplanes be discontinued. 2. That's being a hypocrite. 3. If you have an allergy to peanuts and you know you have it then take your own precautions. 4. Please help protect people by offering people the opportunity to get peanut free flights or ban the sale and serving of nut products on the planes. 5. DOT should set maximum tarmac delay trigger. 6. Instead of conflating the possible with the inevitable, you should focus on the reality, which is that the possibility is extremely small. 7. Request peanut free services from the airlines for yourself, 8. I am utterly amazed at the ignorance displayed by some of those commenting here.
Top central issues from the automatic classification
1. Please help protect people by offering people the opportunity to get peanut free flights or ban the sale and serving of nut products on the planes. 2. Again, the only prudent course of action is to require that distribution of peanut on airplanes be discontinued. 3. If you have an allergy to peanuts and you know you have it then take your own precautions. 4. Request peanut free services from the airlines for yourself, 5. The latest research indicates that peanut allergy doubled in children from 1997 to 2002 and that number continues to increase. 6. Instead of conflating the possible with the inevitable, you should focus on the reality, which is that the possibility is extremely small. 7. Leave my peanuts alone! 8. An outright ban should be in place.
Even just superficial comparison of these lists suggests strong overlap between the highest ranked issues. This impression is borne out by more thorough analysis across the complete ranked list of 634 issues, for which the Kendall rank correlation coefficient, τ = 0.604 (p < 0.05) [Kendall 1938 ]. These results suggest that although automatic identification of the argumentative structure of the text remains immensely challenging, the results obtained from the automated approach presented here are sufficient to perform the kind of analysis detailed in Section 3.2 and to provide significant insight into the nature of the debate and the issues being discussed.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that, despite the challenges faced in understanding and summarising the large volumes of data that can be produced from online citizen dialogue, by analysing the argumentative structure contained within such a discussion, we are able to obtain a deeper understanding of the issues being raised than by using existing techniques such as controversy mining. Using the Argument Interchange Format to represent the argumentative structure, we are able to see not just points of agreement and disagreement but to understand why those views are held and the expression of opinions both in support and in conflict with them.
We have highlighted several possible measures that can be determined from these structures, giving a clear insight into the topic and providing policy makers with tools to understand and interpret citizen dialogues. These include areas of disagreement, areas on which people generally agree, and those areas that are central to the debate. We have selected a simple metric, centrality, to use as our exemplar and shown how even modest performance on the recovery of the argument network expressed in the discussion can yield robust results for this metric. The article has shown how a pipeline running through various computational linguistics techniques through analytical processes can be connected together. Though evaluation with users remains future work, the results in this article demonstrate for the first time that the state of the art in argument mining is already sufficient to start to offer real value to decision makers and those responsible for public policy in interpreting and gaining insight into large-scale, complex debates.
